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As customers become more demanding, retailers
are having to adapt – and fast. Understanding this,
Italy’s largest supermarket chain, Coop Group, has
teamed with Accenture, Avanade, Microsoft and
Intel to create a remarkable new concept store which
leverages some of the most innovative technologies
available today. You can find out more about this in
the following pages.
Also in this issue, find out how retailers across the
globe are making the digital leap. Get to grips with
the potential of 3D technologies. And find out what
to expect from the upcoming RBTE and NRF events.
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Supermarket
of the Future
The future of shopping has been made a reality
thanks to an innovative partnership between
Accenture, Avanade, Microsoft, Intel and Italy’s
largest supermarket chain, Coop Group
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

I

magine walking into a grocery store that combines the friendly, open atmosphere of a traditional market with digital technologies that
enable the products to tell you their story. As you
walk around the product displays you can interact
with other shoppers, without racks of shelving getting in the way. Yet sophisticated screens are ready
to give you all the information you want about the
products that interest you, as well as suggestions
based on your food preferences and dietary needs.
This is the Supermarket of the Future. It’s a reality
that thousands of visitors have already experienced
during its six-month tenure within the Future Food
District at Expo Milano 2015 – and which is set to
inspire many more at the National Retail Federation
show in January 2016. The concept was designed
by Carlo Ratti Associati in partnership with Coop
Italia, is being brought to life through a collaboration
between Accenture, Avanade, Intel and Microsoft.
While the Supermarket of the Future is clearly
a forward-looking concept, it was inspired by
the traditional, social shopping experiences
that have existed for generations. It has adapted
these traditional experiences using the Internet
of Things (IoT) and cutting-edge technologies
to create an open arena for interaction between
consumers, shelves and products.
“The Coop Supermarket of the Future is a pioneering example of the shopping experience we’ll
probably experience in three-to-five years’ time
when entering the grocery store,” says Alberto
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Pozzi, managing director at Accenture. “Taking
the innovative concept of the supermarket theorised by Carlo Ratti, Accenture has designed a
user experience and leveraged the most appropriate digital solutions to satisfy – in a simple, natural
and immediate way – the customer demand for
information, socialisation and functionality.
“The Supermarket of the Future is a real-world example of how Accenture and our partners help our
clients change the way we work and live through
IoT and digital technologies. Accenture offers
complete, integrated digital business, industry and
technology services to deliver tangible results for
both the digital consumer and digital enterprise.”
In order to achieve a natural experience, it was
crucial to make sure shelving and digital screens
didn’t get in the way of interaction between people.
“The Supermarket of the Future merges the experience of a small local market where people used
to have friendly, social exchanges, with that of the
modern store, making for a much more personal
experience,” says Fabio Chiodini, senior director of
consumer products and retail at Avanade.
The project integrated Coop’s legacy infrastructure
with a Microsoft Azure cloud content management
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system and a range of customer touchpoints using
Windows 8 and Microsoft Kinect. Interactive tables
enabled a rethinking of the traditional supermarket
shelf, with new product displays to enable touch-free
interaction – customers could simply hover their hand
over a product to get real-time information about it.
“Every product has a story to tell, such as where
and how it was produced, its carbon footprint, the
chemical treatment it has received, information
about allergens, and the journey that brought it
to the shelf,” says Chiodini. “Shoppers can bring
all that information to life simply by moving their
hands and pointing at products. It enables a new,
totally natural kind of buying experience in which
data helps customers to be aware of what they are
buying as soon as they consider the product.”
Some of the supermarket’s products were displayed on vertical shelves with touch technology,
so customers could interact to receive more detailed information about the products displayed
on a specific monitor. Second-screen technology
enabled shoppers to interact with touch-based
tablets on the meat and fish tables to access
product information displayed on monitors. In
addition, a mobile app created a personalised

experience for customers, with content presented
based on their lifestyle choices and real-time interaction with dedicated ranges of products, information and in-store locations.
Striking the balance between a high-tech vision and a more natural experience was one of
the team’s greatest challenges – and the source
of some of the project’s greatest innovations.
“The main challenge was to create the most natural buying experience we could,” says Chiodini.
“This was where Avanade was able to express its
innovative soul, envisioning the use of a gaming
device like Microsoft Kinect as a sensor for interactive shelves. Where additional capabilities were
required, the Avanade team worked on designing
and implementing a specific algorithm that captures where people are looking and projects their
hand-movement towards the product indicated.”
Real-time data visualisation was also used to
display information like customer interactions
and purchases, and environmental key performance indicator analytics on a wall monitor
about the store. The result was a supermarket that
connected retailers, shoppers and products to
ensure an exceptionally responsive environment.

Interactive shelves
and displays in the
Supermarket of the
Future
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“Using these technologies, the supermarket becomes connected,” says Chiodini. “The way that
consumers interact with products provides data
that can be transformed into tangible insights that
help the grocer to optimise their offering and pricing, based on the items people interact with, what
they put back on the shelf and what they buy. At the
same time, it enables the business to capture product stock levels and ensure extremely timely replenishment. This helps the store to use smaller shelves,
giving shoppers a sense of fresher, smaller batches
of products and optimising supply management.”
Expo Milano 2015 has now ended, but the
Coop Supermarket of the Future remains a very
real example of what can be achieved. “New
technologies are rapidly changing retail store
operations, customer experiences, and defining
new business models,” says Rachel Mushahwar,
Global IOT Director – Retail Enabling, Intel
Internet of Things. “This proliferation of devices
and technology increases how customers engage
with both brands and retailers, making shopping
more informative and more enjoyable.
“Intel technology available today is already
helping to transform stores into the digital retail
environments of the future. Retailers can unlock
the power of insights from in-store sensors that
monitor temperature, light and inventory quantities; smart signs that anonymously track shopper
activity; remote management tools that allow
seamless control over displays in thousands of
stores; and gateways that aggregate in-store data
for long-term analysis and push real-time alerts
back to the store to improve decision-making.
Customers benefit from visual displays that inform shopping decisions and engage using touch
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and voice as well as tailored real-time coupons
and promotions. With consumer expectations
rapidly increasing, retailers have to leverage digital technology to create new shopping experiences
for customers. But no matter what the connected
store brings, one thing will never change – consumers and retailers need technology that is fast,
simple, and just works.”
A modular, cloud-enabled architecture enables
the concept to be applied across different sized
stores to fit a range of retail formats from DIY
to fashion. “Thanks to Accenture and Microsoft
Azure, Avanade was able to implement the whole
store infrastructure in the cloud in an incredibly
short time, ensuring that it was easily manageable
with a low total cost of ownership,” says Chiodini.

Today’s technology
is helping transform
stores into digital retail
environments

“Every product has a story to tell, and
shoppers can bring that information
to life simply by moving their hands
and pointing at products”
“Over 1.7 million visitors to the Coop
Supermarket of the Future exhibit experienced
how digital and IoT are game changers in enhancing the store shopping experience,” says Tracy
Issel, general manager, worldwide retail industry
at Microsoft. “The solution is the latest example of
what Microsoft technology – in combination with
the industry and IoT expertise, digital and cloud
services, and specialised hardware of our partners
Accenture, Avanade and Intel – can accomplish
for our retail clients and their customers.”
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Making the

digital
leap
The retail industry is in the midst of a significant transformation, with digital
technologies at the heart of the change. We find out how Microsoft and its
partners are supporting retailers as they look to reinvent themselves and
meet the needs of the modern consumer
BY SEAN DUDLEY

W

ith digital technologies having a major
impact on the daily lives of consumers across the world, there is a growing
pressure on companies to reinvent themselves
and make a digital transformation of their own.
“It’s a true revolution, not unlike the industrial revolution in its own way,” explains Tracy
Issel, general manager of the worldwide retail
industry at Microsoft. “The digital business is
the reaction to the incredible amount of change
that is happening around everything technical.
But it’s not just technical – it’s actually about the
way people work, the way people engage in their
personal lives, and the way we use information
to better understand the needs of people.”
Indeed, with their mobile devices never far
away, the modern consumer is always connected – and the impact on retail is huge, as JustEnough’s Caroline Proctor explains: “To keep up
with digital consumers, retailers have become
digital by adding online and mobile channels
and engaging through social media,” she says.
“Digital businesses embrace everything today’s digital age offers to get closer to their
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customers and deliver what those customers
want, when and where they want it.”
This requires retailers to expand their thinking across every channel. “The digital change
has resulted in the merging of traditional commerce and e-commerce,” says K3 Retail’s Tony
Bryant. “As consumers are now interacting
across various channels, there is an expecta-

“Data is the new currency
for business. It’s all about
data and what we do
with that data”
tion for a seamless and integrated experience
throughout the entire purchase journey.”
To achieve this, retailers need to better understand their customers – how they behave, what
they buy and what makes them come back for
more. This requires greater levels of insight.
“Data is the new currency for business. It’s all
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PROFILED

Increasing scalability
and productivity
Wirebird helps The Office Group improve
communication between its remote workforce
with Office 365
The Office Group (TOG) is a leading provider of designled flexible workspaces, with more than 150 meeting
rooms across the UK that have been designed to
support the way people work today.
TOG has doubled in size over the last three years and is
likely to double again in the next few years. Core systems
struggled to accommodate the rate of change, and the
IT team knew it was time to move to another system.
Microsoft Office 365 was the perfect solution because
it is hosted in the Microsoft cloud, is scalable and
augments a business continuity strategy. The company’s
IT team went out to tender for a Microsoft Office 365
partner and selected Wirebird.
“Wirebird are experts in their field and have been able
to provide creative, timely and effective solutions for
our problems – often in challenging conditions and on
tight deadlines,” said Paul Wixon, IT manager, TOG.
TOG were advised that with Microsoft Office 365,
everything is hosted in the cloud. Employees are

about data and what we do with that data, in
the planning on the frontline, at every step of a
transaction or an engagement,” Issel says.
“Businesses today are able to create a more
valuable in-store experience by starting with
the customer’s viewpoint,” adds Scala’s Tom
Nix. “By looking at data - website clicks, actions on a mobile app, purchase history – and
bringing in digital, messaging is personalised,
refined and rapidly adjustable.”
Wincor Nixdorf ’s Sabine Grün agrees, adding
that digital data processing is ‘the most important economic growth driver of our time’. “As
consumers are now interacting across various
channels, there is an expectation for a seamless
and integrated experience throughout the entire purchase journey,” she says.
“If you can make sense of your data, the sky’s
the limit,” adds LiveTiles’ Nick Rameka. “Chief
marketing officers are fast becoming the key decision maker in the purchase of business technology. Technology that details buyer behaviour
will always demand the attention of marketers
and the boardroom.”

able to access the network, e-mails and documents
anywhere and from any device. This is a great benefit
to TOG, as its entire workforce is comprised of remote
workers. The solution will improve communications
and collaboration between employees and also enable
business continuity.
TOG felt comfortable with the familiarity of the
applications on Microsoft Office 365, and the simple
subscription model also appealed. The scalability available
will also allow the solution to grow with the business.
With Microsoft Office 365, TOG now has a future
proof and scalable solution that will grow with the
business requirements.

PROFILED

Accessing data in real time
With an unassuming name
like Bob’s Discount Furniture,
you have to be a bit quirky
and deliver high value to
differentiate yourself. Bob’s
was founded on the principle
of providing unsurpassed
value in the middle price
range. Customer loyalty is driven by service, dedicated employees
and being able to deliver fashionable yet affordable furniture.
Simplement’s Data Liberator software, visualised on Microsoft’s
business intelligence stack, SQL Server and Azure, helps Bob’s
get to transaction level data in real time. Bob’s is able to keep
an eye on inventory, pricing, delivery, customer care and cost
information while analysing the data to determine profitability
and customer satisfaction. Simplement delivers the granular data
in real time that enables Bob’s to monitor their inventory digitally,
continue to expand across the US, and give back through their
charitable foundation.
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Vmob
New Zealand-based Vmob is using the internet of things
to help transform McDonald’s customer engagement in
the Netherlands, Sweden and Japan.
McDonald’s has expanded its mobile app with the
support of Vmob, and builds on standard features such as
product information, restaurant locator and mass offers for
promotions and specials.
Vmob’s platform pulls data from a vast number of digital
touch points in addition to users’ devices, and analyses
customer behaviour patterns and responses to offers.
This helps ensure that targeted promotions are the most
relevant and desirable for each customer.
“Their engagement platform uses Azure and Microsoft’s
database tools,” Issel says. “It takes all that contextual
information about what that customer already buys, what

they’re likely to buy and where they are physically. It puts
all that together to deliver a personal offer to the personal
device that that customer happens to be holding. Vmob
is a great example of mobile engagement with customers,
and then the Microsoft intelligent cloud being leveraged to
make a real business difference.”

PROFILED

JJ Food Service

JJ Food Service is one of the UK’s largest independent delivery
services to the food industry, within approximately 60,000
customers nationwide.
“What they did is say we know what our customers want,
we know what’s happening in terms of local events and things
that might drive traffic into a restaurant and may create more
transactions and consumption of our goods,” explains Tracy Issel.
Harnessing the power of Microsoft Azure Machine Learning
and Microsoft Dynamics AX, the company looked to prepopulate a shopping bag based on that customers’ shopping
history. JJ Foods also analysed what local events were coming
up and then projected what customers were likely to need.
Thanks to this insight, the company was able to make insightful
recommendations to customers on the floor.
“Everything’s automated, time to market is saved, and fewer
items are out of stock,” Issel says. “They’ve had great success,
and are proof that by having front of mind what it is you want to
accomplish – which is essentially offering great products in the
right place at the right time and then making it simple for that
customer to access – you can adapt and make a real difference
to your business.”
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With the amount of data now available, the
cloud also has a vital role to play. “The intelligent cloud helps users understand what to do
with that insight. Without an intelligent cloud,
the amount of data that exists would overwhelm
a company,” Issel explains.
The cloud is enabling a more dynamic approach to data, as Simplement’s Robert Maclean
testifies. “With the cloud, I’m able to build a
value network that gets customer-facing information,” he says. “Furthermore, manufacturing
processes and demand generators are becoming
more closely coupled. The time is decreasing for
that information to flow through, and thanks to
the cloud, I can now plug in different applications against that stream of information and do
different things with it. I am no longer tied to a
monolithic system – I’m able to have an adaptable system. That was previously not possible.”
NEAL Analytics’ Greg Gomez agrees that both
cloud computing and analytics in the cloud are
having a transformative effect. “Platforms like
Microsoft Azure and analytics suites like Cortana Analytics eliminate the barriers of entry
and enable companies to scale these capabilities
across a broader swath of business functions,”
says Gomez. “As these technologies are being
democratised, they fuel the transformation to
a digital business.”
Issel believes that the ability to improve productivity is another very exciting space, and points to
tools such as Yammer and Skype for Business as
being able to enable greater collaboration, train-
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ing and sharing. And while this internal element
is vital, Issel explains that it is in the personal computing space that the information that is gathered
and analysed is then bred for action.
“Every professional that takes advantage of
data and the intelligent cloud is also a personal computing consumer,” she says. “Therefore,
making personal computing more personal, leveraging a more natural user interface, leveraging
something like Cortana for an executive assistant for example, is massively important.”
Overall, Issel says that with the right combination of digital technologies retailers will create

more productive business processes and enable
the derivation of more outcome. “Then the intelligent cloud helps users understand what to
do with that insight, and personal computing is
where that information breeds action.”
Though times and technologies will continue
to change and advance, one thing will remain
continuous: the need to appeal to customers. Be
it by reinventing internal processes to improve
employee productivity, or rethinking the way
they connect with customers, in a digital age
such as this, retailers cannot afford to leave any
stone unturned.

With the intelligent
cloud, companies are
able to take a new
approach to data
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Why bricks and
mortar must evolve
THOMAS FELL: WINCOR NIXDORF

Retailers need to deliver a rich, personalised service in their physical stores in
order to match the exceptional experience that customers receive online

T

he technologies that support online stores
have improved rapidly in recent years to
provide personalised, rich, and curated retail
experiences for consumers. Through their online
store, retailers can inspire consumers with personalised search results, information, offers and related
products through a low-friction experience.
However, the same cannot be said for bricks
and mortar stores. IDC Retail Insights research
indicates that retailers have yet to meet this challenge in a cohesive manner that provides both
value to the customer and the retailer equally.
Indeed, unsuitable products and slow checkout
experiences were identified as two main reasons

“An in-store mobility strategy is rapidly
evolving from a ‘nice to have experiment’
to a core retailing platform”
for not visiting stores more often, with each cited
by almost 40% of consumers.
To this end, retailers need to find a way to enable the physical store to provide consumers with
the same personalised customer experience, at
scale, as online stores.
One way of doing this is by using mobile technologies. However, it’s important to remember that
just providing mobile devices for sales assistants to
search a retailer’s online store falls a long way short
of the business opportunity presented. A consumer in a physical store engages with a sales assistant for information that is not readily available to
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them and will often lose interest in a purchase if a
sales assistant cannot help. According to IDC Retail Insights research, 47% of customers expect a
digitally-enabled sales assistant to provide them

with product availability for the current store. And
32% expect a digitally-enabled sales assistant to provide additional information and demonstrations.
By empowering sales assistants with all of this
information, retailers have the opportunity to
increase consumer purchase conversion and
gain an invaluable new source of data to provide
a perspective on store and customer dynamics in
support of merchandisers. Also, retailers must
engage and incentivise sales assistants to encourage the use of such technologies to be seen
as supporting them and not reducing their value.
What’s clear is that an in-store mobility strategy
is rapidly evolving from a ‘nice to have experiment’ to a core retailing platform to drive improved customer satisfaction, store operational
efficiencies, and store revenue performance because customer experience is becoming a major
purchasing differentiator.
In-store mobility technologies will provide physical stores with the level of consumer insights that has been core to the growth
of online stores outpacing physical stores.
Wincor-Nixdorf, together with its partner Z
 ebra
Technologies, provides the platform needed to
meet this consumer driven evolution of in-store
retailing now and going forwards.
Thomas Fell is senior vice president retail at Wincor
Nixdorf and Member of the Executive Board
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It’s less about channels,
more about journeys
N ATA L I E B R U I N S : K 3 R E TA I L

As the online world becomes as real as the high streets we walk down, retailers
need to focus more on the customer journey than on individual channels

W

ith the digital revolution, the concept of
‘online’ began. In the early days, e-commerce had a very separate identity from
traditional bricks-and-mortar shopping – with
online shopping considered fundamentally different from shopping in-store. But in a world where
nearly everyone is online, there is no offline. The
result? Retailers need to think less about individual channels and how they fit together, and more
about the overall customer journey – a journey
influenced by the digital world.
‘Navigating the new digital divide’, a report by
Deloitte Consulting, explained how the new ‘divide’ is not the gulf between online and offline, but
the gap between consumers’ digital behaviours and
expectations and what retailers can offer.
Rather than focusing on driving customers to
buy on each channel, retailers need to find the
value in each channel as part of the customer
journey. And the concept of the customer journey
itself needs a rethink. Too often retailers drive consumers towards making a purchase, which is then
considered the end of the journey. When in fact,
the post-purchase stage is an essential part of the
journey, and should be where you can convince a
shopper to return to your store or website.
There are plenty of myths around how the
digital world affects how shoppers behave –
most of them negative. Research published on
ThinkWithGoogle puts some of these fears to rest.
Myth 1: Online search only drives consumers to
e-commerce websites. In reality, online search is driving consumers to find both local information and
global websites – and searches will lead to shoppers

heading out to the high street. Google reports that
three out of four shoppers who find local information in search results are more likely to visit stores.
Myth 2: Showrooming is a threat to retail.
According to Google, 42% of in-store shoppers
search for information online while in-store.
Some 64% of these shoppers use search engines,
but almost half head straight to the retailer’s
website or app, and only 30% look up a different
retailer’s website.
Plus, according to the Deloitte digital divide
report, almost one third of customers said that

“The new divide is not between online
and offline, but between consumers’
digital behaviours and expectations
and what retailers can offer”
using digital devices during the shopping journey caused them to spend more – with 20% of
these shoppers converting in-store at a 20%
higher rate than shoppers who didn’t turn to
their mobile device in-store.
As the digital world becomes commonplace,
retailers need to reconsider how they think
about channels. The overall customer journey
is more important and the digital experience is
something which has a constant – and positive –
impact on this journey.
Natalie Bruins is head of marketing at K3 Retail
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Reimagining retail with
3D technologies
Planning where to place products in store can be difficult, but this process plays
an essential role in driving retail sales and, ultimately, profitability. Dassault
Systèmes believes 3D virtual technology is the key to success

C

onsumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers and retailers invest time and
money to develop planogram layouts
that indicate where they should place specific
products in order to maximise in-store sales.
However, once these planograms have been executed at store level, they often end up buried in
a file that is only dusted off and used again as a
starting point when they are ready to review and
decide the placement of the next line of products.
In the meantime, if retailers want to know how a
specific product is performing in relation to the
planogram, they need to pull data from a few
different systems and, in many cases, manually
input the data into the file and check it against
several key performance indicators. Meanwhile,
they usually have to wait to make any changes
until a new planogram is developed during the

“Virtual technology enables retailers
to move from a static environment
to a more dynamic one”
next planning cycle. In a way, it’s a rather two-
dimensional static planning process that repeats
itself season after season, year after year.
Dassault Systèmes has identified a significant opportunity for CPG brand manufacturers and retailers to use virtual technology to
drive better, faster and smarter decisions for
the real world. Virtual technology enables retailers to move from a static environment to
a more dynamic one, where they can model
virtual shelves and stock them with realistic
3D product representations built from 2D pic-
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tures. This allows them to design shelf layouts
more efficiently, view and experience them
through the eyes of consumers, and augment
shelves with real-time business indicators
to enable them to make informed decisions.
Consequently, the shopping experience design
process is much quicker, while the layouts are
more flexible and costs are lower.
Recently, Dassault Systèmes combined our online 3D virtual merchandising tool with Store
Electronic Systems’ (SES) electronic in-store
shelf labels to create an end-to-end digital tool
that helps retailers to plan stores and ultimately,
become more profitable.
Named the Store Digital Twin, the solution
is designed to make the virtual shelves in the
planogram more connected to the real shelves in
a retail store to ensure that the store layout planning process is more productive and effective.
The idea of a ‘digital twin’ solution can link the
virtual and physical world has been commonplace in the manufacturing and heavy industries
sector for some time, but has only recently been
reimagined for use in the retail sector.
The Digital Twin looks like an immersive 3D
virtual environment, which not only incorporates
the actual dimensions of the product and store
fixtures from the physical world, but also uses
real-time store level data to help retailers to track
out-of-stock levels and sales. This data allows them
to develop more effective merchandising strategies.
In a recent live pilot with a French retailer,
SES built geo-referencing indicators into its
shelf labels to record the precise position of
each product. The layout of the physical store
shelf was integrated into Dassault Systémes’ 3D
Perfect Shelf merchandising solution by Atos,
an international IT services company. This
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product location information is then combined
with sales data and entered into a ‘digital twin’
of the store to create a precise merchandising
solution that relates to actual store sales. This
provides retailers with real-time insights into
store performance, enabling them to optimise a
department’s item layout to ensure it appeals to
customers and leads to sales.
For example, the management team can immediately analyse whether the store layout
complies with the planogram and instantly
inform the store if they need to make changes. Similarly, they can analyse a particularly
effective planogram in a cluster of stores with
high sales numbers and send associates in less

successful stores real-time notifications about
shelf layout updates via their mobile devices.
They can then quickly make changes to shelf
layouts and optimise sales.
Consumers will also benefit. For example,
they can use geo-location functions that have
been integrated into the retailer’s customer-
facing mobile app to easily locate items on
their shopping list.
At Dassault Systèmes and SES, we believe that
renowned brands and retailers will increasingly
use 3D virtual store planning technology and
intelligent label, both to enrich the shopping
experience for consumers and drive better
business results.

Electronic in-store
shelf labels help
retailers to better
plan stores
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Improving
omni-channel planning
PETER LEITH: JUSTENOUGH

Adopting the right strategies can help omni-channel retailers to optimise their
planning today while preparing for whatever the future of retail brings

C

onsumers today are comfortable with an ‘always-on’ shopping experience that delivers
optimal assortments and flexible fulfilment
options, regardless of the channels they use. By
aligning processes, people, data and systems around
omni-channel planning, retailers can prepare themselves to optimise customers’ shopping experiences.
Today’s retail sales may originate online, but
they’re often fulfilled inside a store. Visibility into
enterprise-wide inventory levels, and having the
right merchandise available at the consumer’s fulfilment channel of choice, is essential. By capturing
and analysing both sales demand (where the order
is placed) and fulfilment demand (where it’s fulfilled), retailers gain visibility into true demand.
Inaccuracies in inventory counts can lead to outof-stocks, lost sales and disappointed customers, so
retailers need to ensure accuracy and visibility across
all channels and distribution options. Inventory optimisation enables retailers to position inventory
where it is most likely to be needed and to ensure
that products are available wherever demand arises.
Execution of localised assortments is becoming
a key differentiator in an increasingly saturated
omni-channel marketplace, but this remains a
highly complex undertaking. By developing a
universal assortment that serves as a menu from
which planners can create channel-specific assortment offerings, retailers are better positioned
to cater to local trends and plan for variances.
Besides featuring more digital touchpoints, savvy
brands are also restructuring stores to help consumers complete their shopping journey in an efficient
and satisfying way. Next-generation space planning
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models now must address new formats, expanded
categories and dedicated real estate for in-store
pick-up, while new store models must be based on
shoppers’ navigation and purchase patterns across
categories, store locations, channels and departments. This insight enables retailers to more effectively plan their store layouts to address customer
behaviour and increase revenue.
Customer demand data opens up a wealth of
opportunity. With insights centred on what, how,
when and why shoppers buy and what they pay,
retailers are primed to target products at customers
across all their selling channels. Affinity analysis on
the customer and purchased product provides the
opportunity to upsell complementary products.
Finally, it’s important to execute meaningful pricing strategies. Customers expect to pay the same
price for a product regardless of where the transaction occurs, and inconsistent pricing strategies can
cause frustration and distrust. Building a clearly
defined base omni-channel pricing strategy, and
managing exceptions when dealing with timely or
seasonal products, can ensure that customers are
confident in the organisation’s practices.
Peter Leith is vice president of product strategy
at JustEnough
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The importance of
understanding ‘why’
G R E G G O M E Z : N E A L A N A LY T I C S

In today’s digital operating environment, traditional reporting is dead. With
machine learning and statistical analysis, today’s businesses can understand why
things happen, resulting in the ability to compete far more effectively

B

usiness decision makers are drowning in
data. Most of this data comes to them in a
variety of reports. Reports that are loaded
with metrics, key performance indicators, trend
lines and a host of other charts. This is all about
to change. As traditional businesses are now being pushed to evolve and transform into digital
businesses, there is a massive shift away from
reports that only describe what happened in
the past. Executives are no longer satisfied with
knowing that sales fell short of expectations and
by how much, they now want to know why and
they want to understand what can be done to
prevent it in the future.

“Using reports to run a complex business
is like trying to do brain surgery with only
a picture of the patient’s face”
This is where machine learning and statistical analytics come into the picture. Reports show what
happened, but models measure why it happened.
“Using reports to run a complex business is like
trying to do brain surgery to remove a lesion with
only a picture of the patient’s face,” said Bill Meade,
chief data scientist at Neal Analytics. “Models get
at the deeper structure in the data, they map the
lesions, tumors, and opportunities facing businesses. And when clear box models are used, the results
provide managers with a tactile understanding of
their activity drivers. Sales, cost and profit activities
can be matched up with the controllable and un-

controllable (often weather, socioeconomic, demographic, etc.) factors that drive results.”
Neal Analytics recently worked with Arca Continental, one of the largest soft drink bottlers/distributors in the world, to help them understand the
key drivers of sales and to measure the influence
of dozens of internal and external variables. We
leveraged the Microsoft Azure cloud and Cortana
Analytics to quickly model these variables from
a number of different data sources (ERP, Nielsen,
weather, promotions, etc.) and visually explain how
each variable influences sales. Once these models
were in place, we were able to provide them with
an Excel-based tool that explained how each of
these variables contributed to sales variance and by
how much. With these answers in hand, business
decision makers can now take action (tactical and
strategic) to optimise the specific business function(s) that will improve the performance of those
variables that had a negative impact, resulting in
increased revenues and profits.
Greg Gomez is vice president of sales
at NEAL Analytics
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Making the store
more compelling
We hear from AVA Retail’s Atul Hirpara about how sensors, depth-sensing cameras and
more can provide the in-store analytics retailers need to transform the shopping experience
BY REBECCA GIBSON

U

nderstanding customers and how to cater
to their needs is key to retail success, particularly in an age where fewer people are
visiting high-street stores.
“Online shopping sources have put a lot of competitive pressure on traditional retailers recently,
so many are looking for ways to make the in-store
experience more compelling,” says Atul Hirpara,
executive at AVA Retail. “Today’s shoppers are incredibly web-savvy. Roughly half of Western consumers use smartphones to check prices while in
store, so it’s more important than ever to engage with
customers both online and in the physical world.”
To make the in-store experience more engaging for customers and more productive for store
associates, many retailers are implementing analytics and other data-driven technologies.
“Most people wouldn’t dream of launching an
e-commerce site without deploying web analytics to
track sales, page views and popular items, and AVA
provides the interactive technology that retailers
need to access the same data in their physical stores,”
comments Hirpara. “Our solutions enable retailers
to encourage in-store sales by sending real-time
coupons to customers’ smartphones via beacons
or near field communications technology. We even
offer interactive kiosks that allow shoppers to learn
about products or video chat with a specialist.”
AVA’s various infrared and proprietary sensors
provide retailers with powerful analytical data
about the number of people visiting a store, the
aisles they visited, the routes they took and even
the indiviual products they looked at.
“For example, our technology can show a retailer
that the highest footfall is recorded on Tuesday
afternoons when it’s raining, or that people frequently avoid a particular department,” Hirpara
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explains. “This type of actionable intelligence,
which can be viewed online via Microsoft Power
BI, helps retailers become more efficient.”
AVA also offers interactive experiences for consumers that are built on internet of things technology, such as Smart Shelf. Built using sensors and
AVA’s digital content management system, Smart
Shelf provides consumers with a better contextual
and just-in-time content delivery platform.
“A retailer could use Smart Shelf to create a
video advertisement for a new perfume that
starts playing whenever a customer enters the
fragrance section of a store, then as they pick
up a sample, instantly triggers a display showing
relevant content,” says Hirpara.
AVA’s technology collects data about how often
each product is picked up, how long consumers
spend looking at it and its purchase history.
“This makes the shopping experience fun and
engaging for customers, and provides retailers with
valuable analytics data about consumer behaviour,”
enthuses Hirpara. “It sounds very complex, but with
our software stack and Microsoft Azure, we’re able
to quickly build and deploy immersive experiences
for retailers worldwide.”

Powerful analytical
data is becoming vital
to retailers worldwide

P R O F I L E D : V I R G I N AT L A N T I C

H O S P I TA L I T Y

Providing an
immersive experience
International airline capitalises on the power of
Windows 10 to empower its sales team

I

n order to enhance its reputation as a leading
international airline, Virgin Atlantic needed
a new way to help its sales team engage with
business customers and business travellers.
The company wanted to offer something outside traditional marketing and sales tactics, as
they found these were not providing the transformational impact they needed. Virgin Atlantic
envisaged a tool that would enable its sales team
to allow travellers to see and feel what a travel
adventure on their airlines was like, in a way that
differed substantially from the norm.
The airline turned to Microsoft, who jumped
at the chance to get involved and showcase the
power of the Windows 10 platform.
The two companies worked together to create
‘Ida’, an interactive digital platform that provides
a virtual guided tour for customers of upper
class on an actual flight. Customers can see and
feel what it is like at the airport, before moving
through the Clubhouse at London Heathrow
and finding out what happens on the aircraft, be
it at the bar or in their seat.
“What makes Windows 10 incredibly unique
in solving Virgin Atlantic’s objective is the power
and flexibility of our universal Windows app
platform,” said Jeremy Korst, general manager of
Windows Product Marketing at Microsoft. “This
allowed us to build one app that can run across
any Windows 10 device, from the smallest screen
to the largest. All of our devices work together in
concert, something our competitors can’t do.”
This means Virgin Atlantic can use a wide range
of devices to meet specific needs in various settings, such as through a tablet and phone-powered
third party virtual reality headset.
With Ida, the Virgin Atlantic story is easier to
deliver, more compelling for travellers, and deliverable across a range of devices.

“The Virgin Atlantic sales team will use this experience with business customers and will take
this experience on the road at tradeshows and
potentially use it in high-traffic areas during the
workday, like corporate lobby locations,” Korst
added Korst. “We’re honoured that companies
like Virgin Atlantic are able to leverage the
unique and innovative experiences Windows 10
delivers across devices.”

Virgin Atlantic’s ‘Ida’
enables its customers
to enjoy an upper class
flight without leaving
the ground
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Adapting to
continuous change
K E V I N E N G L I S H : S H I I N T E R N AT I O N A L

With such rapid progression and innovation in the retail space, how can
companies ensure they remain competitive?

W

hen customers visit the Polo Ralph
Lauren flagship store in New York
City, they are greeted with an immersive shopping experience. Giant interactive
mirrors line fitting rooms, allowing customers to
virtually try on an unlimited variety of clothing.
Shoppers can select colours and sizes and adjust
the lighting to simulate the traditional fitting
room experience. This solution from Oak Labs
also tracks the items customers bring into the
fitting room with a legacy radio-frequency identification infrastructure.
“Omnichannel is already antiquated,” says
Healey Cypher, co-founder and chief executive
officer of Oak Labs. “Integrated commerce is

“How can IT innovate with the rate
of current change? By partnering
with vendors that extend the
internal capabilities of their firm”
truly a singular experience between the customer and the brand. Instead of looking at it as
a ‘mobile sale,’ ‘e-commerce sale’ or ‘brick-andmortar’ sale – it’s just a sale.”
While this is a great example of what can be
achieved, many retailers are caught at the other
end of the innovation spectrum. They bear the
burden of merging disparate data pools before
the true benefits of omnichannel can be felt.
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Stores also continue to upgrade point of sale
equipment as part of an ongoing effort to defend
against data breaches, while warehouse workers,
long relegated to paper processes and legacy
hardware, need attention as well. How do retailers balance the rate of innovation with the more
immediate tasks of IT?
A recent article by Anthony Robins discussed how some companies are handling the
rapid rate of change.
“Retailers such as H&M, Zara and Ikea are expanding their e-commerce platforms supporting the view that omnichannel retailing is the
strategy most likely to succeed,” Robins says. “It
is the physical store, however, that will not only
survive, but will increasingly become the centre
of the omnichannel universe. Why? Because
the store can be a magical emporium that offers space and place to help us choose among
infinite possibilities.”
Beacon technology promises to transmit more
data than ever before. Visualisations like the ones
created in Microsoft’s Power BI help us understand
how data can impact the decision-making process.
As consumers, we have a role in creating the size of
that data. But as IT professionals, we must use this
data to create efficiency within stores.
How can IT innovate with the rate of current
change? By partnering with vendors that extend
the internal capabilities of their firm. No man is an
island. Retailers must partner or be washed away.
Kevin English is director of mobility
at SHI International

VIEWPOINT

R E TA I L

Bringing the online
experience in-store
PETER CHERNA: SCALA

Data measurement, agile messaging strategy and highly personalised interaction
are helping retailers to deliver a customer-branded in-store experience

W

hat’s the number one advantage online
shopping had – and no longer has –
over brick-and-mortar retail stores?
Answer: truly optimised messaging – measurable
data applied to personalised one-to-one engagements. Online stores have always had the ability
to map the shopper’s journey, measure the success
of promotions, ads and suggested add-on items,
analyse and then optimise the website’s content.
With shoppers still overwhelmingly preferring to
make purchases in the physical store, retailers are
dreaming up new ways to interact with in-store
customers by blending digital and physical into a
seamless experience, meaningful to the customer
while supporting the brand’s values.

“Retailers are dreaming up new
ways to interact with the in-store
customer by blending digital and
physical into a seamless experience”
Looking at the online experience, how to measure data is obvious: what was clicked? What was
placed in the cart but not purchased? What age/
gender were entered when they filled out a profile?
These are aspects retailers are looking to translate
to an in-store experience. Advanced technology
now allows us to measure and, most importantly,
act on information at a rapid pace. Emulating online aspects, through heat mapping we can measure dwell time, analyse sale conversions and use

image processing to see how currently running
promotions, ads and sales are resonating with
the clientele. Customers get the in-store buying
experience they prefer, but now it’s personalised
behind the scenes, ensuring it’s relevant.
Of course, collecting data is meaningless unless it’s
acted on to optimise the in-store experience. Being
prepared with content strategies such as small-scale
promotion rollouts allows you to rapidly adjust according to the real-time success rates. If a promotion
isn’t resonating or if an item sells out, retailers with
an agile strategy in place adjust quickly, and can
make a fact-based decision on content updates. The
in-store audience demographic is a moving target,
and in-store promotions need to move with them.
New technology is putting the fun back into
retail too, with creative interactive experiences.
As an example, a comparative display shelf and
screens combine with RFID technology to trigger
strategically placed signage to dynamically update
with product details. When a second item is lifted,
the sign updates again to help compare. Digital
solutions are also working hard behind the scenes.
For instance, using beacon technology and mobile apps, retailers can target customers based on
their online purchase history and profile. Screen
content dynamically updates to be as relevant to
the customer as possible, even highlighting items
from their recent search history and offering
promotions on those items right at the point of
decision, combining the online and in-store experience for a customer-branded experience.
Peter Cherna is chief product officer at Scala
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NRF’s

big show 2016
NRF’s Big Show 2016 will take place from 17-20 January in New York. Kathy Grannis, the senior
director of media relations for the event, and Tom Litchford, NRF’s vice president of retail
technologies, tell us what to expect

What new features can attendees expect from
NRF’s Big Show 2016?
Kathy Grannis: There’s a brand new clubhouse,
where all attendees are welcome to come and
relax, charge their devices, play some games
and have some treats provided by Kraft/Hines.
There’s also a new “Retail Across America”
Lounge in the Crystal Palace for even more
seating and networking opportunities. In addition to this we’re offering new ‘Retailer Meet-up’
sessions on Monday and Tuesday where retailers can come together and discuss their biggest
challenges. And we have a whole lot more, including yoga sessions, an improved mobile app,
new food trucks, treats and giveaways.
What will be the key themes and talking points?
Kathy Grannis: There’s a number of Big Show
‘super themes’ this year, the main one being
‘global markets’ which covers not only expansion strategies beyond domestic boarders,
but also unique socio-economic factors in the
world’s super regions. Other main themes include: organisational dynamics; experience
retailing; inspirational technology; and ‘retail
cool’ – next-generation ideas and insights from
start-ups, futurists, academics, analysts and researchers that are poised to have major impact
on the retail industry.
What are the biggest challenges facing
retailers at the moment?
Tom Litchford: I think the biggest challenge
continues to be the pursuit of omni-channel retailing. The ability for the retailer to provide true
commerce anywhere capability – stores, online,
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mobile, etc. – is a highly complex technology
challenge involving inventory management, fulfillment, and customer relationship integration.
What do you believe will be the most
successful retail technologies of 2016?
Tom Litchford: We’ll see continued investments
in mobile technologies, both for the consumer
and employees. In-store digitisation will also be
a big focus for retailers, who will be implanting
technologies that engage and inform the shopper.
I also forecast greater developments in achieving
true personalisation, more investment targeted at
state-of-the-art merchandising and supply chain
systems and new developments in data security.

SPECIAL REPORT

Promoting retail

technology
With a new e-commerce quarter and a dedicated education programme, RBTE 2016 is expected
to be bigger and better than ever before. Matt Bradley, the event director, tells us more

N

ow in its fifth year, the 2016 Retail Business Technology Expo (RBTE) will take
place from 9-10 March at Olympia in
London. Building on the success of the 2015
event, it is expected to attract a record number
of visitors. “Last year we had such a wide range
of exhibitors offering masses of solutions and
services,” says Bradley. “From large international providers to smaller boutique companies, the
show floor looked great and was jam-packed with
innovation. It was our most successful show so
far in terms of visitors, with over 12,000 attendees, many from overseas. We have high hopes
that the numbers will be even bigger for 2016.”
Bradley believes that the new features of the
2016 event – including a new e-commerce quarter and dedicated education programme – will
pull in the crowds. “In addition to the 100+ exhibitors throughout RBTE that offer some kind
of e-commerce solution, the e-commerce quarter
will feature over 50 solution specialists, together
with a dedicated e-commerce theatre covering
every key aspect of the e-commerce customer
journey presented by retailers themselves. Our
popular innovation programme has also been rebooted for 2016, with the RBTE Innovation Trail
and Awards, where the very best 12 innovations
from the 350+ exhibitors will be selected by a panel of experts. We will also have a new co-located
show, Retail Digital Signage Expo that will perfectly complement RBTE and Retail Design Expo.
The event also features an exciting line up of
speakers, including Aaron Chatterley, Terry Duddy, Luke Jensen, Tim Mason, Angus Thirlwell &
David Wild. “With five theatres, including a dedicated payments theatre, and one for e-commerce, a
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vast range of topics will be covered in the intensive
two day programme,” Bradley says. “Retail’s key
issues and challenges will be discussed by inspirational retail speakers including: Tim Mason, former
chief executive at Bonmarche and Tesco US; Terry
Duddy, non-executive director at Debenhams; David Wild, chief executive at Domino’s Pizza; Simon
Roberts, executive vice president of Walgreens
Boots Alliance; Angus Thirlwell, co-founder and
CEO at Hotel Chocolat; Luke Jensen, former group
development director at Sainsbury’s; Andrew
Livingston, chief executive at Screwfix; and many
more. Plus our retailer bootcamps will be making a
welcome return to the show.”

Free
Registration
now open
www.rbtexpo.com

BE THE
FUTURE OF
RETAILING
At RBTE, Europe’s largest retail event, you will find
out how to boost sales, reduce costs, improve
margins and enhance customer engagement.

RBTE IS YOUR EVENT!
Bootcamps | Dedicated Retailer Payments Theatre
Innovation Trail | eCommerce Quarter & eCommerce Theatre
Extensive Networking | Over 325 Exhibitors | FREE conference
programme featuring leading international retailers
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

Speakers already confirmed at RBTE 2016 include:
Tim Mason, Former Chief Executive, Bonmarche and Tesco US
Terry Duddy, Non-Executive Director, Debenhams
David Wild, Chief Executive, Domino’s Pizza
Simon Roberts, Executive Vice President, Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc.,
President, Boots
Angus Thirlwell, Co-founder & CEO, Hotel Chocolat
Luke Jensen, Former Group Development Director, Sainsbury’s
Andrew Livingston, Chief Executive, Screwfix
Andy Harding, Chief Customer Officer, House of Fraser
Oliver Meakin, Managing Director, Maplin

programme subject to change

Hayley Tatum, Executive Director / Senior Vice President –
People and Stores, ASDA
Robin Phillips, Omnichannel and Development Director, Boots
Aaron Chatterley, Founder and Deputy Chairman, Feelunique.com
Jamie Peach, Head of SEO, House of Fraser
Robbie Feather, Director of Online, Sainsbury’s Supermarkets
James Leech, Service Lead, Customer Services, Argos
Sach Kukadia, Founding Partner and Buying Director, Secretsales.com
Deirdre Devaney, Director of Fashion, Beauty and Accessories, Arnotts
Arnaud Crouzet, Head of Group Global Payments Development, Auchan

9 – 10th March 2016
Olympia Grand, London
www.rbtexpo.com | +44 (0) 208 874 2728
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